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FEATURES
Digital Techonology Adopted 

As a stage lighting controller, the unit shall be able to control intelligent lighting fixtures or any DMX 
controlled dimmer packs.

Standard MIDI and DMX Ports
The unit can be conviniently connected to other machines for performance synchronisation thru MIDI 
interface. DMX512 control output is a standard control protocol for lighting industry.

Powerful Program Edit
Up to 48 nos of programs can be stored with total steps of up to 4600 and they can be editted at your 
convinience.

Various Running Type
Scenes can be run with audio triggering, manual speed slider, standard beat, single mode or mixed 
mode..

Power Failure Memory
Memory stored to the unit is backed up by internal battery, thus you do not have to worry about sudden 
power failure during the programming or running of the system.

Single / Dual Presets

ease of programming

FEATURES

Power Input
DMX Output
MIDI Signal
Audio Input
Fuse ( Internal )
Dimensions
Weight

DC12 - 12V, 500mA min
3 pin XLR - female
5 pin standard interface
100mV ~1 V pp
0.5A 250V,  5 x 20 mm slow blow
Storm 624 (300x152x72mm) Storm 624 (710x270x75mm)
Storm 624 (14 kgs) Storm 648 (17.5 kgs)

STORM 624/ STORM 648
24/ 48 CHANNEL DIMMING CONSOLE

Storm 624/ 648 features a compact yet powerful dimming console which is most suitable for applications 
in small setup, such as multipurpose hall in school or community centres, rentals as well as 
entertainments outlets.

It posesses features that other small consoles do not have and yet in performs like any other professional 
console, such as dual presets, light chasing to music via internally built microphone or audio input, light 
steps programming of up to 999 steps, scenes setup and so on
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